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Responsive, interactive tread design* 

Tested for slip resistance by Satra** 

Convenient 50cm modular format 

Sound absorbing, non reflective 

TEN year warranty assurance  

Simple no tools installation 

Matwell or surface fitting 
 

 
Unique Design Features 

Each square metre of QUATTRO entrance matting features 

forty interactive wiper treads combining absorbent tufted 

Nylon with twin rubber squeegee ribs for extra grip and 

maximum grit and water removal in a unique cleaning 

action. The distinctive channel grid has a high capacity 

for moisture and debris collection. 

  

QUATTRO offers a choice of tread options to match most

popular floor finishes. 

 

Safety and Performance 

Designed to perform in the most demanding of 

commercial entranceway environments, QUATTRO is ideal 

for use in institutional facilities. The modules are sound 

absorbing, non-reflective and reassuringly secure 

underfoot providing unparalleled grip even in wet 

conditions achieving impressive Satra** safety rating. 

Moulded from natural rubber, QUATTRO forms a 

substantial and safe entranceway wherever it is installed. 

Installation 

The practical design is ideal for recessed matwell or 

surface level applications. Entirely non-metallic, the system 

is also suitable for placement around entranceway 

tagging equipment. The smooth flexible underside ensures 

flat-to-floor fitting and a level upper surface. There are no 

clips or fixings required. The modules can be simply 

trimmed to suit any shape and either loose laid or fully 

bonded as required. 

Maintenance 

Captured grit and moisture is channelled away from the 

contact surface into the grid surround from where it is 

simply removed by vacuum cleaning to maintain its 

effectiveness and attractive appearance. The flexible 

modules are interchangeable for maximum durability and 

may be individually replaced to economically extend the 

wear value of the whole installation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Quality 

Made in the UK from world class materials, QUATTRO 

entrance matting is manufactured to ISO9002 

standards and conforms to BS8300 DDA. 

* Responsive, interactive tread explained 

The moulded solid rubber base features a matrix of 

channels and raised treads comprising individual 

textile pads each enclosed in flexible twin squeegee 

walls. 

The squeegees remove moisture and grit and protect 

the textile fibre against pile flattening keeping it ‘live’ 

to promote quicker drying and easier cleaning. 

Walkover action flexes the squeegees and millions of 

fibre tips in a responsive, interactive movement that 

directs moisture and grit away from the contact 

surface and into the collection channels preventing 

ongoing transfer into the building. 

**Satra - Tested to BS7976-2:2002 by Satra Technology, 

the global research and testing organisation. 
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Multi-directional 
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QUATTRO 
Flexible Modular Entrance Matting 

 

 
 

Description 
QUATTRO is a flexible modular entrance matting system for specification in commercial applications where 

the removal of footborne and wheeled-in soilage at entranceways is essential in retail stores, airports, 

shopping centres, schools and hospitals. QUATTRO will withstand heavy and wheeled traffic use. 

The modules may be surface laid or recess fitted as required. QUATTRO can be laid in a linear or multi-

directional format. 

The tread material is also available in sheet form for secondary barrier matting system requirements to 

complement and coordinate with the QUATTRO primary matting system. 

 

 

 

 
TECHNICAL Specification 

 

Reference: QUATTRO Flexible Modular Entrance Matting 

Conformity: Manufactured to ISO9002 Standard. Conforms to current BS8300 DDA regulations. 

Construction: SBR Rubber Moulded Base with Textile Contact Surface 

Total thickness: 11mm or 18mm 

Module Size: QUATTRO modules 50cm x 50cm 

Slip Resistance: Conforms to BS7976 - 2:2002 

Installation: Recessed in matwell or surface-laid with optional ramping frame. 

 

 
 

 

 


